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This is one of the I Can Series of books that introduces and illustrates some basic yet important

concepts and terms for young Muslim children. These are explained with reference to their everyday

life and in the settings with which children are familiar. In simple, easy-to-understand language the

series presents Islam as a living reality to be experienced in daily life. It answers many questions

about Islam as faith which arise in the young, curious minds.For ages 3-5 years and the young at

heart.I Can Make Du'a Anywhere! teaches us that in our everyday lives, we should always turn to

Allah, seeking His help and thanking Him for all the things He gives us. Praying to Him makes our

lives more meaningful and satisfying.
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My toddler really likes this book. It's part of our bedtime story collection :) Very sturdy pages and

easy to read. The reason it's 4/5 was because the illustrations seem to blend in from one page to

another, causing a little bit of confusion for such a young reader as the scenes are different but she

doesn't understand that yet.Picture one shows the first page, it blends well on both sides as its one

big picture. That's perfect.Picture two shows the issue that I have with this book. The scenes on

each page are completely different but there is no gap or white space to show some kind of

separation or difference between the pages. Not that big of a deal...but still worth



mentioning.Overall, I'm satisfied with my purchase and will be purchasing more soon!

Some of the examples r awkward the other series r better

My son loves this book..

Really nice book to teach kids the basics. It is in British english, so be prepared for some change in

spelling.

My daughter loves this book and the series! Great way to introduce our practices to little ones!

If you are a true Muslim or if you want to be converted to a Muslim this is the right book for you. It

teaches you how to make Du' a anywhere. I would recommend it to any Muslim or non-Muslims who

want to read this book.

love the book, makes it easier for me to read and answer questions to my daughter. she loves

reading books and reading religious books makes it easier for me to teach her better

Children love it.
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